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ABSTRACT
It has been shown that it is necessary to consider manufacturing and assembly
issues during the design phase of product development for numerous reasons. Doing so
will allow for a better designed product in terms of ease and cost of manufacture and
assembly in addition to a more robust product that best satisfies its intended functionality.
It is the goal of assembly oriented design (AOD) methods to aid the designer in taking
assembly issues into consideration during the design process to produce a design that can
be better manufactured and assembled. The AOD methodology also allows for the analysis
of existing designs in addition to being able to indicate possible areas of improvements in a
design.
The goal of this research is to develop an integrated suite of computational tools for
assembly oriented design. This involves first studying the flow of design information in
the AOD approach. Then, a formal design process can be outlined. Previously developed
theory and software tools and methods exist for conducting assembly oriented design.
This includes the datum flow chain assembly model for use in the design of assemblies and
software tools to generate geometric precedence constraints on assembly sequences
(SPAS), determine all feasible assembly sequences given such constraints (LSG),
interactively edit assembly sequences (EDIT), check for proper constraint of assemblies
(MLA), and determine the tolerances for an assembly (Tolerance Analysis). The roles of
these tools in the AOD process has been examined. A new software tool, the Assembly
Designer, has been developed that incorporates the theory to promote this AOD approach,
providing a designer an integrated environment in which to develop assembly designs with
seamless interfaces with the other existing software tools. The development of additional
software tools such as DFCPR, a tool that automatically generates the precedence
constraints on assembly sequences that result from the selected datum flow chain model of
an assembly, and the modification of existing tools such as SPAS and MLA (Constraint
Analysis) were also necessary to facilitate the proper integration of the software and theory
so as to guide a designer through the AOD process.
The design process was then applied to an actual assembly from industry making
full use of the software tools and methods developed. This case study demonstrated the
benefits of using the AOD approach and the abilities of the software tools.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Daniel E. Whitney
Senior Research Scientist
Center for Technology, Policy, and Industrial Development
Lecturer, Department of Mechanical Engineering
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
It has been shown that it is necessary to consider manufacturing and assembly
issues during the design phase of product development for numerous reasons. Doing so
will allow for a better designed product in terms of ease and cost of manufacture and
assembly in addition to a more robust product that best satisfies its intended functionality.
Traditionally, product development began with the design process where a design engineer
or design team would be responsible for producing a detailed design from which a given
product would be manufactured. This design process consists primarily of product
specification, preliminary design, and detail design. After the design has been finalized,
product development enters the manufacturing phase where it is up to the manufacturing
engineer or team to determine how best to manufacture and assemble the given design.
However, since the design has already been fixed, much of the freedom in how the product
can be assembled has been removed, often leading to difficult and costly assembly. It is
the goal of assembly oriented design (AOD) methods to aid the designer in taking assembly
issues into consideration during the design process to produce a design that can be better
manufactured. This is done by taking advantage of the freedoms that exist during the
design phase to optimize the design for assembly. The AOD methodology also allows for
the analysis of existing designs in addition to being able to indicate possible areas of
improvements in a design.
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Past research, as detailed in Chapter 2, has resulted in theory, methods, and
computational tools that support the top-down structure of the AOD methodology.
However, as the research efforts were conducted by a number of individuals over a
considerable period of time, there is a noted lack of integration in the methods and
computational tools that have resulted.
1.2 Goal of Research
The ultimate goal of this research is to develop an integrated suite of computational
tools for assembly oriented design. The first step in satisfying the goals of this research is
to then study the design process itself and the steps involved in the design process. After
having outlined the design process, it is then necessary to study the flow of design
information in the AOD approach. Thus, the first goal of this research is to develop a
model for the flow and analysis of design data that support the AOD framework. After
having accomplished this, it is then possible to examine currently existing software tools
and determine their roles in the design process making any necessary modifications in
addition to developing new software tools that realize the theories and methods in the top-
down AOD approach. The final step is to provide the designer an integrated user interface
to the available software tools that aid in the AOD process. This involves the development
of a front end design environment that interfaces with existing and newly developed
software modules, as many of the existing software tools were developed independently
and lack a coherent user interface.
1.3 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 presents a brief review of previous research, including methods and
computational tools, that provide the foundation for the integration and development of the
computational tools for assembly oriented design in this research. Chapter 3 presents the
14
AOD process and the flow of information within. Chapter 4 discusses the actual software
implementation. Chapter 5 gives case studies of actual assemblies and the application of
the software tools. Finally, Chapter 6 presents overall conclusions and suggested
directions for future work.
15
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CHAPTER 2
Prior Work
This chapter gives a brief overview of previous work which is the foundation upon
which this research is based. Previous research has been categorized into three subject
areas: Assembly Sequence Analysis (ASA), Datum Flow Chain (DFC), and Constraint
Analysis.
2.1 Assembly Sequence Analysis
De Fazio and Whitney [1] describes Assembly Sequence Analysis (ASA) as the
methodology in which all mechanically feasible sequences are first generated, then they are
edited based on given criteria, and finally compared on an economic basis.
2.1.1 Precedence Relation Generation
Bourjault [2] originally used a graph of contacts or liaisons between parts named a
"liaison diagram" to model an assembly where a node represents a part and an arc between
nodes represent a connection between two parts. He then developed an algorithm that was
capable of generating all possible assembly sequences based on a series of yes-no
questions based on part mates. After receiving user-input answers to these questions, the
computer would then generate a series of constraints referred to as precedence relations.
The form of precedence relations used in this thesis is as follows:
17
Li & ... & L >= Lm & ... & Ln
which is read as all liaisons in the set of liaisons { Li, ..., Lj I must be completed previous to
or simultaneously with the completion of all liaisons in the set of liaisons { Lm, -. , L }.
Subsequently, De Fazio and Whitney extended this method making it more efficient
by adding new rules to the automatic reasoning that resulted in less questions to be
answered by the user. Independent of this work, Homem De Mello [3] approached the
task of precedence constraint generation using a different set of questions. Whipple [4]
developed another method known as the "onion-skin" method for generating all valid
assembly sequences on a process of questions that likens disassembly to the peeling of an
onion. Baldwin [5] subsequently took these methods and incorporated them into a
software tool called SPAS that generates the precedence relations by asking the necessary
questions to the user.
2.1.2 Assembly Sequence Representation
After having determined the precedence relations required to generate all possible
assembly sequences, it is necessary to represent the assembly sequences. In his assembly
sequence generation software [6], Bourjault uses a parts tree to represent assembly
sequences which is not compact but is easy to comprehend as it somewhat mimics a
physical assembly line. Homem De Mello developed an And-Or Graph representation [7]
to represent assembly sequences which is a compact representation but difficult to use to
see how an assembly progresses. De Fazio and Whitney developed the Liaison Sequence
Diagram based on a directed graph to offer a compact representation of assembly sequences
that also offers more information on an assembly sequence's state by state progress.
2.1.3 Assembly Sequence Evaluation
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Using the Liaison Sequence Diagram, Lui [8] developed a program, SED
(Sequence Edit and Display) that would create the Liaison Sequence Diagram and allow for
editing of the sequence diagram. Abell [9] expanded on this and Whipple's stability
analysis creating a fully user interactive software tool, EDIT, for editing and evaluating
assembly sequences.
2.2 Datum Flow Chain
Mantripragada and Whitney [10, 11] propose the concept of the Datum Flow Chain
(DFC) for assembly modeling and the design of assemblies as a method of capturing the
locational and dimensional constraint plan inherent in an assembly design. Figure 2.1
shows an example of a DFC.
Fixt ure
7 Disk
6 2 5
Bo re 3 Screws
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Shaf t
Figure 2.1 An example DFC
2.2.1 Concept
Assembly requirements can be identified from top level customer requirements
down to the manufacture and assembly of individual parts using a method called Key
Characteristics (KC's) [12, 13]. These KC's capture the top level customer requirements
as assembly level dimensions that relate a datum or feature on one part to another part in an
19
assembly. Thus, the DFC is used to model a given assembly with the intent of fulfilling
the requirements of the KC's of the assembly.
2.2.2 Definition and Properties
A DFC is an acyclic directed graph connective model of an assembly that defines
the relationships between parts represented as nodes in the graph. A DFC identifies the
part mates that convey dimensional control and identifies the hierarchy that determines
which parts or fixtures define the location of other parts. The graph representation of a
DFC is a subset of the liaison diagram where the arcs have direction indicating how a part
defines the location of another part and a weight or label that indicates the number of
degrees of freedom that are located. Note that in Figure 2.1, the numbers associated with
the arcs do not represent the number of degrees of freedom located but simply enumerate
the arcs themselves.
There are several properties that result from the definition of the DFC. There can be
only a single root part that only has outgoing arcs. In addition, loops or cycles are not
allowed as this would mean that a part would essentially be defining its own location.
Finally, in a properly constructed DFC, each part should be constrained in all 6 degrees of
freedom, unless there are degrees of freedom that are left unconstrained for functional
reasons.
2.2.3 Mates and Contacts
In addition to the "mates," represented by directed arcs, which transfer locational
and dimensional constraint, there may be "contacts" between parts, represented by dashed
lines, that transfer partial constraint or provide reinforcement without any locational
constraint. This distinction implies that contacts between parts can not be established until
the parts involved have been fully constrained by their mates.
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2.3 Constraint Analysis
Often designers make constraint mistakes, where parts may be over-constrained or
even under-constrained. Adams and Whitney [14, 15] have defined an algorithmic
constraint analysis procedure making use of screw theory [16, 17] to examine
combinations of elementary features in order to determine proper constraint of parts.
Feature Type Degrees of Freedom Constrained
Prismatic Peg / Prismatic Hole 6 X Y Z Tx Ty Tz
Plate Pin in Through Hole 5 X Y Z Tx Ty
Prismatic Peg / Prismatic Slot 5 X Z Tx Ty Tz
Plate Pin in Slotted Hole 4 X Z Tx Ty
Round Peg / Prismatic Slot 4 X Z Tx Ty
Round Peg / Through or Blind Hole 4 X Y Tx Ty
Threaded Joint 4 X Y Tx Ty
Elliptical Ball and Socket 4 X Y Z Tx
Plate-Plate Lap Joint 3 Z Tx Ty
Spherical Joint 3 X Y Z
Plate Pin in Oversize Hole 3 Z Tx Ty
Elliptical Ball in Cylindrical Trough 3 X Z Ty
Thin Rib / Plane Surface 2 Z Ty
Ellipsoid on Plane Surface 2 Z Tx
Spherical Ball in Cylindrical Trough 2 X Z
Peg in Slotted Hole 2 X Ty
Spheroid on Plane Surface 1 Z
Table 2.1 Feature types
2.3.1 Feature Library
Adams defines 17 types of assembly features as listed in Table 2.1 along with the
degrees of freedom constrained in their nominal orientation. These 17 feature types are not
meant to be a complete representation of all possible assembly features, but span the set of
possible combinations of degree of freedom constraint of rigid body objects. These
assembly features are modeled as kinematic joints allowing the use of a twistmatrix
representation that describes the relative freedom in motion that a feature allows.
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2.3.2 Algorithm
The constraint analysis algorithm determines whether a set of features acting on a
part fully constrain that part. A wrenchmatrix reciprocal to a twistmatrix describes the set
of forces and torques that can be transmitted by the joint described by the twistmatrix.
First, the twistmatrices for each of the features acting on a part are concatenated into a
single twistmatrix. Then, the reciprocal wrenchmatrix of the resulting single twistmatrix is
calculated. This wrenchmatrix represents the logical intersection of the wrenchmatrices of
the individual features. Thus, if this wrenchmatrix is not empty, each row of the matrix
indicates that the features on the part are trying to constrain that same degree of freedom of
that part, the definition of overconstraint. Adams has implemented this in the software
tool, MLA.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter previously developed theory and software tools and methods that
form the basis for the AOD process described in the next chapter have been presented. In
addition, the modification and interfacing of these existing software tools and methods with
newly developed software tools that will provide a designer with an integrated suite of
software tools that aid in the AOD process is covered in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3
Assembly Oriented Design
In this chapter, the assembly oriented design (AOD) approach is discussed. The
general design process is described, in addition to the flow of information during the
design process.
3.1 AOD Approach
The AOD approach is a top-down design approach to modeling and analyzing
assemblies and their assembly processes. The key goal of the AOD approach, as made
obvious by its title, is to keep assembly issues in the foreground during the design process.
As a result, it is desired that certain aspects of assembly analysis can be performed at an
early stage when detailed part geometry may not be available. Thus, in this manner it is
possible to examine how design changes affect the overall assembly. The end result should
be an assembly design that satisfies both given design and assembly'requirements. Figure
3.1 gives a broad overview of the AOD approach. Initially, the design process begins with
concept design. A product architecture is defined from which Key Characteristics (KC's)
can be extracted. These are then modeled into a datum flow chain (DFC) for the assembly
design. Next, features can be attributed to the DFC that satisfy the dimensional control
plan laid out by the DFC. Using this featurized DFC, assembly analyses such as
generation of tolerances and assembly sequences can then be carried out during this design
stage. If those are found acceptable, work on detailed part design can then proceed.
23
... .......... D etail
.......... design
Constraints Assembly AssemblyS nces Processes
Figure 3.1 Top-down AOD approach
3.2 Design Process
It is then necessary to outline a design process that follows the desired AOD
approach. Figure 3.2 shows a flowchart for the design process as supported by the
developed software tools and methods. This flowchart gives the nominal order of steps in
the design process from beginning to end. However, the design process does not always
follow such a linear order. Often, the design process is an iterative process where as more
information becomes available, more details can be added to the design. This is critical to
the idea of concurrent engineering where it is necessary to see how changes in different
areas of the design affect the overall assembly. In addition, the design of an assembly may
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not always start from scratch as much.of design that occurs in industry supports the idea of
reuse where it is desirable that existing parts of previous designs are to be incorporated
with some amount of redesign. Therefore, the starting point of the design process is not
always predetermined as all the necessary information may not initially be available.
Furthermore, it is often necessary to backtrack in the design process as new details of the
design require changes in earlier parts of the design in order to support such changes. The
loops in the flowchart are an attempt to capture these complexities of the design process.
The incoming arrows from the left in Figure 3.2 show what information needs to be
provided by the designer at each stage of the design process. All other information created
during the design session by the designer and generated by the software tools flows down
along the design process.
parts sketches Design liaison
abstract fatures diagram
KCs DC
fatures Select features
Dete r mine
const raint s constraints are
not satisfactory
Det ermine
geometric relations precedence
Figure 3.2 Design process flowchart
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Initially, given some notion of the parts, e.g. parts sketches, and some notion of the
connections between parts, a liaison diagram can be constructed. Then, using the key
characteristics (KC's) of the assembly that need to be satisfied, a datum flow chain (DFC)
can be determined. Next, specific features can be assigned to liaisons that satisfy the
determined datum flow. Once having done this, the constraints of the assembly can be
automatically generated. This will give information about whether certain parts are
overconstrained, underconstrained, or sufficiently constrained. If these constraints are not
satisfactory, it may be necessary to modify the design of the DFC or of the specific
features. To generate the geometric precedence relations, more detailed information of the
geometry of the parts is required. It is still not necessary to specify the exact geometries of
the parts, but rather just the relations between parts and how they interfere with each other
during assembly. In addition, precedence relations derived from the DFC are automatically
generated. Using these precedence relations, the family of feasible assembly sequences is
generated and can then be edited according to more specific criteria. If the resulting
sequences are not satisfactory, it is necessary to backtrack in the design process. One may
go back as far in the design process as one desires to affect changes in the possible
assembly sequences. This is due to the fact that the precedence relations that limit the
feasible assembly sequences come from both the geometries of the parts, of which features
play a limiting role in determining escape directions and the liaisons between parts, and the
datum flow chain, which is coupled with the design of the features. This tight coupling of
the parts, the features, and the DFC is what makes it difficult to specify a linear sequence
for the design process as significant changes in one may require the others to be modified
to support such a change. After having determined that the remaining assembly sequences
are satisfactory, the tolerances can be determined. This requires the building of the
tolerance chain for the specific design which in large part is specified by the DFC. If the
resulting tolerances are not satisfactory, it will be necessary to return to the design of the
DFC. Once the tolerances have been determined, the remaining assembly sequences are
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examined to find an acceptable final assembly sequence. Thus, in the nominal flow of the
design process, the designer starts with a rough notion of the parts and connections
between parts in addition to the KC's of the assembly. During the design process, the
details of the assembly become further specified, and at the end, the assembly sequence,
the tolerances, and the features have all been specified. In the case that the designer wishes
to redesign or perform an analysis on a existing design, it can be seen that the design
process just begins with much of the design already specified and the existing process can
still be applied.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, the idea of the assembly oriented design approach has been
presented. In addition, a design process, as formalized in flowchart format, that supports
the AOD approach with the developed and existing software tools has been developed.
This required the determination of what information must be presented by the user at each
step in the design process in addition to what information can flow down from one step to
the next. The next chapter will briefly present the previously existing software tools and
describe in detail the newly developed software tools that support this AOD design
approach.
27
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CHAPTER 4
Software Implementation
This chapter presents the software tools developed that aid a designer through the
AOD process. In addition, the integration of the newly developed software tools with
existing software tools is discussed in detail. The Assembly Designer (AD) is the main
software tool that provides the user a central front end to the AOD methodology in addition
to the necessary interfaces with existing software tools and methods. The Datum Flow
Chain Precedence Relation (DFCPR) module is a faceless background module that was
developed to provide for the algorithmic generation of precedence relations from a datum
flow chain.
4.1 Software Layout
In Chapter 3, the flowchart of the design process in an AOD framework was
presented. Figure 4.1 shows the layout and flow of the software tools that support the
design process as given in Figure 3.2. In the software map, boxes represent software
modules. Arrows between boxes represent the information that is passed between two
software modules and the labels denote the exact data that is passed. Input arrows with
italicized labels represent input from the user. The greyed out portions represent areas of
future research that have not yet been implemented. Table 4.1 lists the major software tools
and gives a brief description of each.
29
KCs featu res
Figure 4.1 Software map
Table 4.1 Software tools and their functions
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pacs
sketches
Software Module Function
Assembly Designer front end user interface for designing the DFC along
with selecting the features
Constraint Checker (MLA) checks for constraints given the DFC and the features
using constraint analysis
SPAS derives the geometric precedence relations through a
series of yes/no questions
DFCPR derives the precedence relations that result from the DFC
PRED translates the precedence relations into C code
LSG determines all feasible assembly sequences given the
precedence relations
EDIT allows for interactive editing of sequences
Tolerance Analysis determines tolerances for a specific assembly sequence
4.2 Assembly Designer
The Assembly Designer (AD) software tool presents a designer with an
environment in which to design an assembly, including all the necessary interfaces to other
software modules in order to provide the designer a seamless, integrated design session.
The software was written in C++ using X1I and Motif libraries to handle the graphics and
is currently running on a UNIX workstation. Figure 4.2 shows the main window of AD.
The main window consists of a menubar, a toolbox, the Assembly Window, the Part
Window for displaying parts, and the Text Window for general information.
Figure 4.2 Assembly Designer main window
Table 4.2 lists the file extensions that AD uses for importing and exporting data and
a brief explanation of each file extension.
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File Extension Description
.par names of parts along with part id numbers and graphical
r 7_ positions in the assembly window
.lia liaisons along with connected parts' id numbers and type
of connection (mate with dof's, contact, unspecified)
.ptr part coordinate transforms
.fea feature type, attributes, and coordinate transforms
Sldn liaison diagram incidence matrix
.dfc datum flow chain incidence matrix
.ctf degrees of freedom (for dfc) incidence matrix
.adi liaison diagram adjacency matrix
.ran part names
.ld liaison diagram (liaisons and names of connected parts)
.rc_ escape directions for parts of each liaison
_pr geometric precedence relations
.prd datum flow chain precedence relations
.pra all precedence relations
Sin input to MLA (includes part coordinate transforms,
feature types, attributes, and coordinate transforms)
.zap feasible assembly sequences
.exp input to EDIT (includes part names and liaison diagram)
Table 4.2 Filename extensions
4.2.1 Datum Flow Chain Design
The design of a datum flow chain consists of three functional elements: parts,
liaisons (which are specified as mates or contacts, or left unspecified in the intermediate
stages of the design process), and features. The toolbar on the left of the Assembly
Window, as can be seen in Figure 4.2, allows for the design and editing of DFC's with the
following self-explanatory tools: Part, Liaison, Mate, Contact, Feature, Show, Edit, and
Delete. The first step of the design process requires building a connective model of the
assembly. Using the Part tool, the designer specifies nodes in the Assembly Window for
each part. When a new part is created, the program asks the designer to enter a name for
the part and the part coordinate transform from the global coordinate frame as shown in
Figure 4.3. At this point, this information, especially the part coordinate transform, is
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optional until later needed when checking for proper constraint of the assembly, which is
discussed in section 4.2.4.
Figure 4.3 Add Part window
Now, the connections between parts can be modeled. This is done by using the
Liaison tool. By clicking the pointer on a part and dragging to another part, the designer
can specify liaisons between parts. Note that at this point, very little knowledge of the
assembly needs to be known, i.e. what parts exist and what connections exist between
parts. With only this initial information, it is possible to determine the geometric
precedence relations as covered in section 4.2.3 and generate all geometrically feasible
assembly sequences as shown in section 4.2.5.
The next step in building a DFC for an assembly is to decide which liaisons act as
mates, and which act as contacts. Recall that mates provide locational constraint whereas
contacts merely provide support. The Mate and Contact tools are used to specify each of
the liaisons in the assembly. This can be done by selecting an existing liaison with either
tool or using the tool to draw a new mate or contact between two parts as with the Liaison
tool. A contact is represented graphically in the Assembly Window as a dashed line and a
mate as an arrow. When specifying a liaison as a contact, no further information is
necessary. When creating a mate, the designer needs to specify how many degrees of
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freedom are constrained in addition to selecting the proper direction in which that constraint
is provided. The number of degrees of freedom constrained by a mate is shown
graphically in the Assembly Window by a number next to the head of the arrow of the mate
as can be seen in Figure 4.2. After completing the DFC, the precedence relations that are
imposed by the DFC can be generated as shown in section 4.2.3 and covered in detail in
section 4.3. Now, the family of feasible assembly sequences that satisfy the constraints
imposed by the DFC can be examined (see section 4.2.5).
Figure 4.4 Edit Part window
The DFC can also be edited and examined using the Show, Edit, and Delete tools.
Using the Show tool, the designer can select a part or a liaison and have the part or parts
connected by a liaison displayed in the Part Window if part drawings are available and
textual information about the part or liaison displayed in the Text Window. The Edit tool
allows the designer to change a part's name or modify the part coordinate transform of a
part if a part is selected, as in Figure 4.4. If a liaison is selected, the designer can specify
whether the liaison is a mate, contact, or unspecified, and if the liaison is a mate, modify
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the number of degrees of freedom constrained and the direction of the mate, as shown in
Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5 Edit Liaison window
Finally, the Delete tool is used to remove unwanted parts or liaisons. In addition, if a part
is deleted, all liaisons involving that part are also deleted.
4.2.2 Feature Selection
Once a DFC has been created to model an assembly, it is then necessary to specify
the features on the parts that achieve the liaisons. This is done using the Feature tool.
Selecting a liaison using the Feature- tool presents the designer with a feature selection
window, as shown in Figure 4.6. The window presents the designer with icons for each
of the 17 features listed in Table 4.1. When a feature is selected, a more detailed view of
the feature is displayed along with the textual description from the table.
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Figure 4.6 Add Feature window
After the feature type is selected, the designer is prompted to enter the part to feature
coordinate transform and also the specific attributes of the selected feature as shown in
Figures 4.7 and 4.8.
Figure 4.7 Feature Coordinate Transform window
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Figure 4.8 Feature Information window
After a feature has been fully specified, it is displayed graphically on the liaison in the
Assembly Window as a circle containing the letter 'f and a number. The number
represents the number of features associated with that particular liaison. The Show, Edit,
and Delete tools can also be used to edit and examine features. By selecting a feature with
the Show tool, the parts connected by the feature are displayed in the Part Window, and the
feature type, coordinate transform, and attributes are displayed in the Text Window. The
Edit tool can be used to modify the coordinate transform and attributes of a feature as
shown in Figure 4.9. If more than one feature exists, the designer is prompted to select
which feature to modify among those present as seen in Figure 4.10. The Delete tool
simply deletes a selected feature, and if more than one feature exists, again the designer is
prompted for which feature to delete.
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Figure 4.9 Edit Featurd window
Figure 4.10 Select Feature window
4.2.3 Precedence Relation Generation
Two types of precedence relations can be generated that impose constraints on the
feasible assembly sequences for a given assembly. The first are those due to geometric
interference and the second are those due to the theory of the datum flow chain. By using
the menubar under the Modules menu, the designer can select the appropriate software tool
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for generating precedence relations, SPAS or DFCPR, and have the results displayed in the
Text Window.
SPAS, originally written by Baldwin and given a new user interface by the author,
is used to generate geometric precedence relations. This is done by asking the designer a
series of questions in order to determine the geometric interferences that exist as discussed
in section 2.1.1. Figure 4.11 shows an example session with SPAS.
Figure 4.11 SPAS window
In addition, SPAS can use disassembly axis vectors, or escape directions, to
automatically determine certain cases of geometric interference. If the designer has already
attributed features onto the DFC of an assembly, escape directions are automatically
generated and supplied to SPAS to reduce the amount of user input required in determining
the geometric precedence relations. A disassembly axis vector is the vector along which a
part must be moved in order to remove it from another part. Thus, the disassembly axis
vector is an attribute of a part and an associated liaison and is a function of the features
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involved in that liaison. For each of the 17 features in the feature library, Adams has
defined the feature coordinate frames such that either disassembly (and thus assembly)
must occur along the z-axis, or it may be ambiguous as there might exist multiple possible
paths for disassembly. Using Adams' feature library, it is then possible to assign a
disassembly axis to each feature; however, the direction of the disassembly axis vector for
a part involved in that feature can be either positive or negative in the feature's coordinate
frame as there are two parts, one which has an escape direction in the +z direction and the
other in the -z direction. This problem can be solved by utilizing the definition of the base
part in each of Adams' features. When the user enters the feature coordinate transform for
a feature, the software asks for the coordinate transform relative to the coordinate frame of
a part. This part is assumed to be the base part in the feature definition so that the
disassembly axis vector for the base part associated with the feature can then be taken to be
in the positive direction by the software when calculating the escape directions. Table 4.3
lists all 17 features and the disassembly axis vectors for the base parts of each feature.
Note that a vector of (0, 0, 0) denotes that the disassembly axis vector is ambiguous.
Feature Type Disassembly Axis Vector
Prismatic Peg / Prismatic Hole (0, 0, 1)
Plate Pin in Through Hole (0, 0, 1)
Prismatic Peg / Prismatic Slot (0, 0, 0)
Plate Pin in Slotted Hole (0, 0, 1)
Round Peg / Prismatic Slot (0, 0, 0)
Round Peg / Through or Blind Hole (0, 0, 1)
Threaded Joint (0, 0, 1)
Elliptical Ball and Socket (0, 0, 1)
Plate-Plate Lap Joint (0, 0, 0)
Spherical Joint (0, 0, 1)
Plate Pin in Oversize Hole (0, 0, 1)
Elliptical Ball in Cylindrical Trough (0, 0, 0)
Thin Rib / Plane Surface (0, 0, 0)
Ellipsoid on Plane Surface (0, 0, 0)
Spherical Ball in Cylindrical Trough (0, 0, 0)
Peg in Slotted Hole (0, 0, 1)
Spheroid on Plane Surface (0, 0, 0)
Table 4.3 Disassembly axis vectors
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Figure 4.12 Prismatic peg in prismatic hole assembly and feature definition:
(a) example two-part assembly and (b) the feature definition from the feature
library that models the feature involved in the liaison between the two parts
B B
A eA
(a) (b)
Figure 4.13 Alternative DFC's for prismatic peg in hole assembly
Thus, the disassembly axis vectors listed in Table 4.3 are for the base part in Adams'
feature definition. For example, consider the simple two-part assembly consisting of a
prismatic peg (part A) in a prismatic hole (part B) and their respective part coordinate
frames shown in Figure 4.12(a). The corresponding feature definition and the feature
coordinate frame is shown in Figure 4.12(b). If given the DFC shown in Figure 4.13(a),
part B is the source part in the DFC and the software will ask the user for the feature
coordinate transform relative to part B's coordinate frame. As the prismatic hole is the base
part in the feature definition, the software uses Table 4.3 correctly to determine that part
B's disassembly axis vector is (0, 0, 1), i.e. +z direction, in the feature's coordinate frame.
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However, consider if the DFC is as shown in Figure 4.13(b). Here, the source part in the
DFC is part A. However, according to the geometry of parts A and B, one might be
inclined to associate part A, the peg, with the peg in Adams' feature definition and hence
give the feature to part A coordinate transform as a 180 degree rotation around the y-axis.
However, this would be incorrect as it would map* part A's escape direction into the -z
direction in its part coordinate frame. Since part A is the source part, it should be
associated with the base part in the feature definition and the feature to part A coordinate
transform should be the identity transform, such that the software can correctly identify its
disassembly axis vector in the +z direction in the feature coordinate frame and hence +z
direction in part A's coordinate frame. This is due to the fact that the software does not
distinguish which part is the peg or hole, only which part is the base part in determining the
disassembly axis vector.
In summary, only a disassembly axis can be associated to a feature definition, not
the actual direction vector. However, the actual vector can be associated with the base part
in the feature definition. In addition, the software has no knowledge of the actual feature
geometry of the parts, e.g. which part has the peg and which has the hole. The software
must then assume that the source part in the DFC is the base part in the feature definition.
The software is then capable of accurately determining the disassembly axis vectors of each
of the parts using the information from Table 4.3 provided that the user enters the feature to
part transform correctly such that the source part in the DFC is associated with the base part
in the feature definition regardless of the actual feature geometry on the parts as was seen
with the example DFC in Figure 4.13(b).
It has been acknowledged that this may not be the most intuitive manner for the user
to assign features to liaisons, i.e. to define the feature to part coordinate transform such that
the base part from the feature definition is associated with the source part in the DFC
disregarding the actual feature geometry on the parts. This method has been chosen so as
to limit the amount of explicit geometric information the user has to provide and allow the
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software to still be able to calculate the disassembly axis vectors. For example, it may be
known that a certain feature is to be used to join two parts, e.g. peg and slot, but the actual
feature geometry on the parts may not yet have been decided upon, e.g. which part has a
peg and which has a slot. Yet, the disassembly axis vectors should still be able to be
determined. The alternative approach then is to take as input from the user the explicit
feature geometry and allow the user to input the feature to part coordinate transform such
that the geometry from the feature definition matches the geometry of the features on the
parts. For example, when assigning the peg and slot feature to a liaison between two parts,
the user would also input which part has the peg. In this method, the software would not
have to assume that the source part in the DFC is the base part in the feature definition, for
it would now explicitly know according to the user input. The software would then be
capable of correctly determining the disassembly axis vectors of each part given the feature
to part coordinate transform that matches up the geometry of the feature definition to the
geometry of the features on the parts.
Once the correct disassembly axis vectors are known for each feature, the
disassembly axis vector of a part involved in a liaison with multiple features can be
determined. That is, for each liaison, the disassembly axis vector for each part can then be
automatically generated. This is done by taking the disassembly axis vector for each
feature attributed to the liaison and using the feature coordinate transform and part
coordinate transform to determine the vector in the global coordinate frame. Next, the
vectors for all features are compared. If they are all identical, then the disassembly axis
vector for that part and that liaison is simply that vector. Otherwise, the disassembly axis
vector is taken to be uncertain.
DFCPR is used to automatically generate the precedence relations that result from
constraints imposed by the datum flow chain upon the feasible assembly sequences.
DFCPR is covered in detail in section 4.3.
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4.2.4 Constraint Analysis
Once the DFC for an assembly has been created and features have been added, it is
possible to check for proper constraint of the assembly. This is done by using the menubar
to access the Constraint Analysis module. Constraint analysis is one of the functions of
Adams' MLA software tool. The Assembly Designer bypasses MLA's text based user
interface for entry of part coordinate transforms and feature selection (including feature
type, coordinate transform, and attributes). Thus, AD is in effect providing a graphical
user interface for feature selection and using MLA solely as a faceless background module
to check for proper constraint. Results are returned in the Text Window of AD.
4.2.5 Assembly Sequence Editing
The final module in the menubar calls Abell's EDIT software tool. There are two
options for running this module. The designer may wish to generate the complete tree of
geometrically feasible assembly sequences using only the geometric precedence relations
from SPAS or just the family of assembly sequences that result after imposing the
constraints due to the datum flow chain. Figure 4.14 shows an example session with
EDIT, with a new graphical user interface written by Mantripragada.
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Figure 4.14 EDIT window
4.3 Datum Flow Chain Precedence Relation
An assembly can be graphically represented as a liaison graph where nodes
represent parts or subassemblies and liaisons represent contacts or mates between parts.
This liaison graph can also be stored in a matrix to facilitate computer manipulation where
rows represent parts and columns represent liaisons. This specific matrix is referred to as
an incidence matrix. Figure 4.15 depicts the relation between graphical and matrix
representation. To create this matrix, rows are created for all parts in the assembly. Then,
for each liaison in numerically sequential order, a column is created with a '1' in the rows
of the two parts the liaison connects and a 'O' otherwise. Thus, it follows that for each
column there must be exactly two elements with a value of '1'. For example, liaison 7
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connects parts S3 and AS. Therefore, in its column, there are '1's in the rows for S3 and
AS and 'O's elsewhere.
S3 7 AS
FS
PC
S1-2
AS
S3
FS
S4-11
Figure 4.15
5
S4-11
1 2 3
1 1 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0
Liaison graph of an
2 S1-2
-1
PC
4 5 6 7 8
1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0 0
assembly in graphical and matrix form
The datum flow chain (DFC) is graphically represented using an ordered liaison
graph. An ordered liaison graph is similar to a liaison graph except that liaisons now have
a direction from one node to another. The DFC can also be represented by a matrix similar
to one used for a liaison graph. In order to capture the direction of a liaison, a '-l' is used
to indicate that a liaison points to a part and a '1' is used to indicate that a liaison originates
from a part. Thus, for a DFC matrix, every column must have exactly one '-1' element and
one '1' element. Figure 4.16 illustrates the DFC and accompanying matrix representation.
Dashed lines represent liaisons that are contacts and thus not part of the datum flow chain.
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S3 7
FS 2 S1 -2
9
'1
S4-11 5 PC
2 4 6 7 8 9
PC -1 -1 0 0 0 0
S1-2 0 0 -1 0 0 0
AS 1 0 1 -1 0 0
S3 0 0 0 1 1 0
FS 0 1 0 0 -1 1
S4-11 0 0 0 0 0 -1
Figure 4.16 DFC of an assembly in graphical and matrix form
A given DFC layout imposes assembly constraints in addition to those due to the
geometric relations between parts. According to Mantripragada, these constraints can be
summarized by the following two rules:
1. There can be no subassemblies with only contacts between parts.
2. There can be no subassemblies with incompletely constrained parts.
These rules are referred to as the contact rule and the constraint rule, respectively. These
statements can then be translated into a computer algorithm operating on the matrix forms
of the DFC and liaison graph to allow for automatic generation of precedence relations
similar to those generated from geometric interferences between parts. Given the two rules
listed above, there are two types of precedence relations generated.
To eliminate the possibility of subassemblies with only contacts between parts
(contact rule), the liaison graph matrix and the DFC matrix are compared to determine
which liaisons are contacts. Then, for each contact, a precedence relation stating that all
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mates in the DFC pointing to the parts the contact connects must be completed before the
contact can be completed is generated. For example, in Figure 4.16, liaison 3 joining parts
PC and S3 is a contact. Incoming mates to parts PC and S3 include liaisons 2 and 4.
Thus, liaisons 2 and 4 must be completed prior to or simultaneous with liaison 3 (2 & 4
3). This type of precedence relation generation will. ensure that subassemblies with only
contacts between parts will not be allowed.
To ensure that subassemblies with incompletely constrained parts are not allowed
(constraint rule), each row in the DFC matrix is examined one at a time. If a part (row) has
more than one incoming mate (element with value '-l'), then all incoming mates must be
simultaneously completed to ensure that the part be fully constrained when assembled. For
example, looking at the first row of the DFC matrix in Figure 4.16, part PC has two
incoming mates, liaisons 2 and 4. Thus, liaisons 2 and 4 must be completed
simultaneously (2 4 and 4 2).
The following is the list of precedence relations generated for the datum flow chain
given in Figure 4.16:
2 & 4 & 6 > 1
2 & 4 3
2&4&9 5
2 4
4 2
Note that the first three precedence relations satisfy the contact rule discussed above while
the last two relations satisfy the constraint rule.
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Figure 4.17 Alternative DFC for the assembly
Figure 4.17 depicts an alternative DFC layout for the assembly shown in Figure 4.15. Its
accompanying precedence relations are as follows:
3 & 7 2
3&8 4
1 6
6 1
5 9
9 5
Figure 4.18 depicts yet another alternative DFC layout with the following precedence
relations:
1 & 2 6
2& 3 7
3 &4 8
4 & 5 9
For this particular DFC, all precedence relations generated are due to the contact rule to
ensure that there are no subassemblies with only contacts.
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Figure 4.18 Another alternative DFC
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, an overview of the software tools was presented in addition to a
detailed account of the two newly developed software tools, AD and DFCPR. In the next
chapter, these tools will be applied to the AOD process of real assemblies.
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CHAPTER 5
Case Studies
This chapter examines real assemblies using the developed software tools in an
AOD framework.
5.1 Throttle Body
In our original assembly model, fasteners have largely been ignored as they have
been considered to be more a part of the assembly process than actual parts in the assembly
itself. However, in examining the throttle body, shown assembled in Figure 5.1 and
disassembled into component parts and subassemblies in Figure 5.2, it has been
determined that taking fasteners into consideration as part of the assembly model can
provide useful insight.
Figure 5.1 Throttle body assembled
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Figure 5.2 Throttle body disassembled
Disk
Screws
Figure 5.3 Throttle body liaison diagram
First, it is necessary to build an assembly model of the throttle body. The assembly
consists of four parts: bore, shaft, disk, and screws. The parts are entered into the
Assembly Designer software along with the connections that exist between the parts to
arrive at the liaison diagram shown in Figure 5.3. For each part, the coordinate transform
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from the part coordinate frame to the global coordinate frame is simply the identity
transform, i.e. all part coordinate frames are coincident with the global coordinate frame
with the origin located in the center of the bore on the axis of the shaft. Figure 5.4 shows
the global coordinate frame with respect to the bore.
00 0Y
z x
Figure 5.4 Global coordinate frame shown on bore
Once the liaison diagram has been created for the assembly, the next step is to build
the datum flow chain model of the assembly. This involves determining which liaisons act
as mates and which act as contacts and deciding upon the number of degrees of freedom
that each mate constrains. In this assembly, the bore acts as the base part for the entire
assembly. It in turn locates both the shaft and the disk. However, the shaft is not fully
constrained by the bore. The shaft is free move along its axis when inserted into the bore.
The shaft's degree of freedom that allows it to rotate on its axis has been ignored in this
model of the assembly and is thus considered fixed. Thus, the bore locates the shaft in 5
degrees of freedom, i.e. all those except translation along the x axis. The shaft fully locates
the screws in all 6 degrees of freedom. Finally, the bore, shaft, and screws act together to
fully constrain the disk in all 6 degrees of freedom. The bore locates the disk in the x and y
direction. The shaft locates the disk in the z direction and constrains rotations around the x
and y axes. Lastly, the screws fix the disk's rotation around the z axis.
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Figure 5.5 Throttle body datum flow chain
Figure 5.5 shows the datum flow chain (DFC) for the throttle body assembly.
Note that this DFC model of the assembly consists entirely of mates as there are no
contacts. Now it is necessary to select the features that realize the mates in the DFC. The
"prismatic peg/prismatic slot" feature is used to model the mate between the bore and the
shaft in order to model the shaft's single degree of freedom of translation along its axis.
The mate between the bore and the disk is modeled by the "spherical ball in cylindrical
trough" feature as the bore is basically a cylindrical trough and the disk has the same
degrees of freedom as a spherical ball in a cylindrical trough. The disk is mounted in a
groove in the shaft with some clearance and thus the "plate pin in oversized hole" feature is
used to model the mate. The mate representing the screws in the shaft is accurately
modeled by using two "plate pin in through hole" features, one for each of the two screws.
Note that this choice of features does not explicitly fully constrain the screws in all 6
degrees of freedom as each feature only constrains 5 degrees of freedom, i.e. all but
rotation around the z-axis; however, Constraint Analysis will show that rotation around the
z axis is properly constrained by the combination of the two features as it should be. The
final mate between the screws and the disk is modeled using two "plate pin in oversize
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hole" features, capturing the interaction between each of the individual screws and the disk.
These feature choices are summarized in Table 5.1.
Part 1 Part 2 Feature Transform
(X Y Z O, , 0Z)
Bore Shaft Prismatic Peg / Prismatic Slot 0000090
Bore Disk Spherical Ball in Cylindrical Trough 0009000
Shaft Disk Plate Pin in Oversize Hole 000000
Shaft Screws Plate Pin in Through Hole -1.21 00000
Plate Pin in Through Hole 1.21 00000
Screws Disk Plate Pin in Oversize Hole -1.21 0 0 0 0 0
I Plate Pin in Oversize Hole 1.21 0 0 0 0 0
Table 5.1 Throttle body features
After having completed the feature selection, it is then possible to use Constraint
Analysis to check for proper constraint. Constraint Analysis reports that the bore and
screws are fully constrained but that the shaft and disk are not fully constrained.
Examining the DFC, it can be seen that the shaft has only 5 degrees of freedom constrained
by the bore. In the actual assembly, the disk provides constraint in the final degree of
freedom, translation along the shaft's axis. However, in the DFC model, the shaft is
already locating the disk in 3 degrees of freedom, and the definition of the DFC states that it
must be an acyclic graph of the assembly, i.e. loops or cycles are not allowed; otherwise, a
part may in effect be locating itself. However, in the case of the throttle body, the shaft is
locating the disk in translation along the z axis and rotations around the x and y axes, and
the disk is really locating the shaft in translation along the x axis forming a loop in the
current concept of the DFC. Yet since the shaft is locating the disk in different degrees of
freedom than those in which it is being located by the disk, the shaft is not locating itself in
any degree of freedom. This should then be considered a valid locating scheme. This
leads to the conclusion that a DFC may have to allow for cycles or loops in cases where the
degrees of freedom constrained are independent. In other words, it may be necessary to
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build a DFC model of an assembly for each individual degree of freedom to correctly model
an assembly.
However, this may be difficult in cases where part coordinate frames are such that it
is not possible to determine for all parts the degrees of freedom constrained using the same
six independent degrees of freedom in global coordinates. For example, imagine a part
whose coordinate frame is offset from a second part's coordinate frame by a 45 degree
rotation around the z axis. Then, constraint in the x degree of freedom in the first part's
coordinate frame represents a combination of constraint in the second part's coordinate
frame in the x and y directions. It would then be highly difficult to draw a DFC for the
assembly in just a single degree of freedom. Another solution may be to allow for loops or
cycles in the DFC, but check using part coordinate transforms to ensure that there are no
loops in a single degree of freedom in the global coordinate frame. For now, we know that
the shaft in the assembly is properly constrained and leave the extension of the concept of
the DFC as an area for future research.
The DFC model of the throttle body seeks to have the disk properly constrained in
all 6 degrees of freedom. However, it turns out that the features used in the mate between
the screws and disk do not constrain the proper degrees of freedom as intended by the DFC
model. The screws are physically pins in oversize holes in the disk, justifying the feature
selection. Because the holes in the disk are oversized, the screws are incapable of properly
locating the disk in the rotational degree of freedom around the z axis. Despite this lack of
proper constraint, let us continue to study this assembly model to see what results are
obtained before presenting a more suitable model of the assembly.
Using SPAS, geometric constraints generate the following precedence relations:
1 &2 3
1 &3 2
2&3&5 1 &4
These simply state that the shaft must be in place with the bore before the disk can be added
to either the shaft or the bore and also that the disk and shaft must be assembled together
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before the screws can be assembled to the shaft. The graph of geometrically feasible
assembly sequences obtained from EDIT is shown in Figure 5.6.
Figure 5.6 Geometrically feasible assembly sequence graph
In addition, the following precedence relations due to constraints imposed by the
DFC are generated using DFCPR:
2 3
2 5
3 2
3 5
5 2
5 3
These precedence relations state that the disk can only be added to the final assembly after
the bore, shaft, and screws have been assembled, or more simply, the disk must be the last
part to be assembled in the assembly sequence. This condition results from applying the
constraint rule which seeks to avoid underconstrained subassemblies.' However, this
leads to an interesting contradiction. Given the precedence relations generated from
'The DFC assumes the disk will be fully constrained if it is installed last, even though we know that the
features selected can not achieve this.
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geometric constraints (namely the precedence that the disk and shaft be assembled together
before the screws can be assembled) and those generated from the DFC (the precedence
that the disk must be the last part to be assembled), it is impossible to find an assembly
sequence that satisfies both these precedence relations.
This contradiction can be explained by the conclusion that there is a fault either in
the theory or in the application. Upon closer inspection of the actual assembly and the
actual assembly process required to physically assemble the throttle body, it has been found
that the datum flow chain is not so simple as previously presented. Recall that in the
Constraint Analysis of the previous DFC model, the disk turned out to be incompletely
constrained. Rather, in manual assembly, the hand serves as a temporary fixture during the
assembly process. Figure 5.7 shows a revised DFC that includes the temporary fixture and
corresponding feature selections in Table 5.2. This DFC indicates that the temporary
fixture serves to help locate the disk along with the bore and shaft instead of the screws as
previously modeled. By freeing the screws of this responsibility, the liaison between the
screws and the disk is now only a contact indicating that the connection between the screws
and the disk merely provides support. The feature used to realize the mate between the
fixture and the disk is the "thin rib/plane surface" from the feature library. Although this
feature does not exactly model the geometry of the interaction between the fixture and the
disk, it does capture the constraint that the fixture imposes upon the disk, namely the
rotation around the z axis. Constraint Analysis now returns the proper results showing that
the disk is fully constrained by its mates. In addition, with this revised DFC, there is no
conflict between the precedence relations generated from geometric constraints and from the
DFC that would leave the assembly without any possible assembly sequences.
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Figure 5.7 Revised throttle body DFC
Part 1 Part 2 Feature Transform
(X Y Z O, O, 9z)
Bore Shaft Prismatic Peg / Prismatic Slot 0000090
Bore Disk Spherical Ball in Cylindrical Trough 0009000
Shaft Disk Plate Pin in Oversize Hole 000000
Shaft Screws Plate Pin in Through Hole -1.21 0 0 000
Plate Pin in Through Hole 1.21 00000
Screws Disk Plate Pin in Oversize Hole -1.21 0 0 0 0 0
Plate Pin in Oversize Hole 1.21 0 0 0 0 0
Fixture Bore Prismatic Peg / Prismatic Hole 000000
Fixture Disk Thin Rib / Plane Surface 0009000
Table 5.2 Revised throttle body features
The precedence relations that result from geometric constraints as generated by
SPAS are as follows:
1 & 2 3
1 & 3 2
2&3&5 1 &4
2&3&6 1 &7
These are the same as for the assembly without the fixture with the addition of the last
precedence relation which basically adds the constraint that the bore must be placed within
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the fixture and the shaft into the bore before placing the disk in the fixture. Thus, the
possible assembly sequences considering only geometric constraints remains the same as
before also with the addition of starting with the fixture as the first step in an assembly
sequence. The graph of geometrically feasible assembly sequences obtained from EDIT is
shown in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8 Geometrically feasible assembly sequence graph for revised DFC
In this case, the precedence relations due to the DFC generated by DFCPR are as
follows:
2
2
3
3
> 3
>7
> 2
>7
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7 2
7 3
2&3&7&4 5
With this DFC, not all assembly sequences are eliminated as they were for the assembly
without the fixture. Figure 5.9 shows the graph of assembly sequences containing only
two possible assembly sequences after all precedence relations have been applied.
Figure 5.9 Assembly sequence graph for revised DFC
Given that the assembly sequence start with the fixture, the following assembly
sequence satisfies all precedence relations and would mostly likely serve as the final
assembly sequence:
Fixture - Bore - Shaft - Disk - Screws
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Thus, it has been shown that the theory holds up even with the inclusion of
fasteners. In fact, the theory can be used to suggest possible errors in modeling an
assembly as shown here in the case of the DFC of the throttle body. Without the inclusion
of fasteners in the assembly model, possible errors may even be neglected. In modeling
the throttle body, the fact that during manual assembly the hand serves as a temporary
fixture was overlooked at first. However, the notification that the disk was not fully
constrained and later the fact that no possible assembly sequences resulted provided quick
notification that our model of the assembly might not be entirely correct. Figure 5.10
shows the process flow in our analysis of the throttle body design. An initial DFC model
was constructed with the intended constraint scheme. Features were then selected to realize
the desired constraints. Constraint Analysis showed that the disk was not fully constrained
by the features selected. At this point, it would have then been advisable to return to the
design of the DFC or the selection of the features for a more accurate model of the
assembly with proper constraint. Continuing on with the improperly constrained model of
the assembly resulted in no possible assembly sequences as a result of conflicts between
the DFC sequence constraints and the geometric sequence constraints. Thus, a new DFC
model was constructed that included a fixture. Constraint Analysis showed that this
assembly model was properly constrained and finally assembly sequences were generated.
Note that this process flow confirms the design process laid out in Chapter 3 with all the
possible iterations during the design process.
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Figure 5.10 Design process flow of throttle body assembly
5.2 Summary
In this chapter, an example assembly has been examined in detail. Using the design
process outlined in Chapter 3 and the software tools and methods presented in Chapter 4,
an analysis of a throttle body design was conducted. The importance of proper constraint
and the ability to detect for it was shown. In addition, the iterative nature of the design
process was confirmed by the steps taken in accurately modeling the throttle body
assembly.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions
In this chapter the major conclusions of the research are summarized. In addition,
possible areas of future research are presented
6.1 Conclusions
Previously developed theory and software tools and methods exist for conducting
assembly oriented design as presented in Chapter 2. In this research, an assembly oriented
design process that makes use of these tools and methods has been formalized. In doing
so, the flow of information necessary to support such a design approach has been outlined
so as to determine the proper sequence of the AOD process. A new software tool, the
Assembly Designer, has been developed that incorporates the theory to promote this AOD
approach. This software tool provides the designer with the proper workspace in which to
design a model of an assembly. In addition, AD offers the user an integrated front-end
user interface to the other software tools as necessary during the steps in the AOD process.
This involved the development of additional software tools such as DFCPR and the
modification of existing tools such as SPAS and MLA (Constraint Analysis) in order to
facilitate the proper integration of the software so as to guide the designer through the AOD
process.
6.2 Future Work
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Although the AOD process does not rely on having detailed part geometry
throughout much of the design process, it would be of great benefit to link to existing CAD
software. This would allow the designer to further design the parts in tandem with the
modeling of the assembly. In addition, by having a CAD system available, information
such as part coordinate transforms could swiftly be transferred from the CAD system to the
Assembly Designer without the need for tedious manual entry by the user. This CAD
system would also allow for more complicated disassembly axis vectors to be calculated
further reducing the need for user interaction during the generation of the precedence
relations that exist due to geometric interference between parts.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, further work on making the user interface more
intuitive during assembly modeling may be conducted. The user has to be cautious when
entering the feature coordinate transforms to ensure the correct calculation of disassembly
axis vectors. However, perhaps by having the designer explicitly defining the geometry of
feature on parts, the software will then have the necessary knowledge in order to
automatically account for the correct direction of the direction of the parts' disassembly axis
vectors along the axis that is associated with a specific feature definition. In addition, have
the software linked with a CAD system may also facilitate this process.
In Chapter 5, some possible shortcomings of the current concept of the DFC were
introduced. This involved the need to be able to examine the flow of locational
responsibility in individual degrees of freedom. This may be accomplished by allowing
cycles in the DFC but having a rigorous analysis ensuring that no part is in effect locating
itself in a particular degree of freedom. Note that this does not invalidate any of the theory
of the DFC or the benefits that come from using the DFC as a model of an assembly. This
enriching of the DFC would only make it possible to more accurately model assemblies
with more complicated constraint schemes.
Future directions for research also include further integration of existing software
tools and the need for new tools. Mantripragada developed software that applies optimal
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control theory to calculate optimal variation propagation through tolerance analysis, making
use of motion limit vectors calculated using Adams' Motion Limit Analysis software.
Further work then may be done to integrate and take advantage of analysis tools that exist
in Tolerance Analysis and the MLA package. This concept may also contribute to the
possibility of developing new software tools for the automatic selection of features that
offer optimal assembly.
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APPENDIX A
Source Code
This appendix contains the source code for the two software tools developed in this
research, Assembly Designer (AD) and DFCPR. DFCPR consists of a single C file,
DFCPR.c. AD consists of four header files -- Mpart.h, Mliaison.h, Mfeature.h, and
Mtransform.h -- and the main C++ file, main.C.
Array.h class [18].
A.1 DFCPR
DFCPR.c
/* DFC -> PR generator */
/* Stephen J. Rhee */
/* Revision History
/* ----------------
/* 13 Jul 97 1.0 initial implementation
/* 16 Jul 97 1.1 fixed bug where if DFC#col!=LIM#col, wrang # used in PRs */
/* 16 Jul 97 1.2 created a function to get liai # frcm the LEM using DFC */
/* 23 Jul 97 1.3 added an cption for generating PR's for multiple SA's */
/* 04 Aug 97 1.4 changed 1st PR generation and removed nult SA option
/* 27 Sep 97 1.5 changed allowable ccmnand line calls */
/* 27 Jul 99 1.6 changed read matrix to use fgetc instead of fgets due to */
same strange seg fault for no reason; in addition fgetc */
returns the !DF strangely so had to use char typecasting */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include aath.h>
#define MAXFIIEEN 50
#define MAXLINEIN 200
#dfine MAXRC' 15
#define bAXCQ= 30
FILE *g;
char asseram[MAXFILEEN];
char *lfile, *dfile;
char liai file[MXILEEN];
char dfcfile[MAXFILEEN];
char prd-file[MAXFILEEN];
int liai-pat[MAXRW+1] [MAXOL+1];
int dfcjat[MAXRC+1] [MAXCO+1];
int i, j, k, 1, m, found, match;
void read natrix(char *filen, int mat [AXRCM+1] [MAXCDL+1]);
void print-pmtrix(int nat9[ARCl1] [MAimL+1]);
void print dfcprs 0 ;
int LrKliaiscn(int tNC liaison);
char *fgets2(char *s, Ant n, FILE *iop);
main (int argc, char *argv[])
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In addition, AD uses Matthew Wall's
if (argc > 2) {
printf ("Usage: TCPR <asseably name>\nN);
exit(l);
else if (argc = 2)
strcpy(liai file, argv[1]);
strcat(liai-file, ".lcIn");
strcpy(dfcLfile, argv[l]);
strcat(dfcLfile, ".dfc");
strcpy(prctfile, argv[l]);
strcat (prctfile, ".prd");
else{
printf ("nter ass.ly Nmie:
gets (assepam) ;
if (assenLpam[0] - '\0')
exit(l);
strcpy(liai file, assentuam);
strcat(liatfile, "ldn"N;
strcpy(dfc~file, asseitpam);
strcat(dfc-file, ".dfci;
strcpy(prd file, assemnnan);
strcat(prctfile, ".prd");
readnatrix(liai file, liaisnat);
reacdntrix(dfcjfile, dfcjmnt);
g = fcen(prcfile, "w);
for (i=1; i<=dfcrnat[O][1]; i++)
for (j=l; j<=dfcjmtt[1][0]; j++)
if (dfcjrat[i][j] = -1)
for (k=l; k<=dfcjat[l][0]; k++)
if (dfcjnt[i][k] = -1) {
if (k != j) [
if (liaijpat[l][0] != dfc rat[l] [0])
fprintf(g, " %d >= ", ILDliaiscn(j));
fprintf(g, "%d ;\n", LDLliaiscn(k));
else
fprintf(g, * %d >= %d ; , k)
if (liaijnat[l][0] !=dfcjyat[l][0])
for (i=l; i<=liaisjat[l] [0]; i++)
found = 0;
for (j=l; j<=dfcjpat[1] [0]; j++)
retch = 1;
for (k=l; k<=liaijat[0] [1]; k++)
if (abs(liai-iat[k][i]) != abs(dfcqnat[k][j])) {
rntch = 0;
break;
if (natch = 1)
found = 1;
break;
if (found = 0) {
retch = 0;
for j=1; j<liaijat[0] [1]; j+) {
if (liai-pt[j] [i] == 1) {
for (k=l; k<=dfcjmt[l] [0]; k++)
if (dfcjeat[j][k] = -1)
natch++;
if (rntch = 1)
fprintf(g, %d", Ifl iaiscn k));
else
fprintf(g, & %d", Lfl liaisan(k));
if (natch 0)
fprintf(g, " >= %d ;\n", i);
fclose (g);
printdfcprs);
int LM liaiscn(int LUFliaison)
int i, j;
int found, natch;
found = 0;
for (i=l; i<=liaifat[l] [0]; i++)
match = 1;
for (j=l; j<=liaijmt[0] [1]; j++)
if (abs(liaijat[j][i]) abs(dfcjmat[j][tEC liaiscn]))
match = 0;
break;
if (match = 1)
found = 1;
break;
if (found = 1)
return i;
else
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return 0;
void printdfcprs()
FILE *f;
int c;
if ((f = fcpen(prctfile, "r")) == NULL)
printf ("'Ihere are no precederce relatins inposed by the DFC. \n");
else {
printf ( "'Ibe following precedence relations are inposed by the IFC: \n");
while ((c = getc(f)) != H)F)
putc(c, stdut);
fclose(f);
void reacdjnatrix(char *filen, int rmt[MWl] [MAXD.l])
FIIE *f;
char c;
int i, j, k;
if ((f = fcpen(filen, "r")) = NLJIL) {
printf("error: can't open %s\n", filen);
exit(l);
i = 1;
j = 0;
while (((char)(c=fgetc(f))) != (char) (E)F))
if (c == '0)
j++;
mat[i][j] = 0;
else if (c == 11)
j++;
mat[i][j] = 1;
else if (c== -) {
j++;
fgetc(f);
rt[i][j) = -1;
else if (c ==\n)
i++;
if (j == 0)
i--;
j = 0;
nat[i][0] =j;
Mt[O] [1] =
void print mtrix (int mat [MAXRN+l] [M~AI1])
int i, j;
for (i1; i<=at[0] [1]; i++) {
for (j=l; j<=mt[l1] [0]; j)
printf("%d\tN, wrt[i][jJ);
printf("\n");
A.2 Assembly Designer
Mpart.h
#include <string.h>
#includ "Arasy.h"
#inclue "Mtransfon.h"
class Part{
public:
char name[40];
int id;
int x, y;
cbuble ppl[6], p;nl[6];
Transform ptrans;
// ***********************************************************************
// Costructors and Destructors
//Default canstructor
Part 0 (
strcpy(nane, "default");
id = 0;
int i;
for(i=0;i<6;i-+){
pl[i] = 0.0;
;nl[i] = 0.0;
//Parameter Ccnstructor
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Part (const char rxn[]) (
strcpy(name, nin);
id = 0;
int i;
for (i=0;i<6;i++){
ppl[i] = 0.0;
pil[i] = 0.0;
//Destructor
-Part)
//Mobt:er Functimns
int getjido(
return this->id;
friend ostrean& cperator<<(ostrear& os, Part& part))
part.print-part();
return os;
void print-part){
int i;
cout << endl << "Part Nme: " << name << endl;
cout << "id#: " << id << endl;
return;
};
Mliaison.h
#include <string.h>
#include "Array.h"
#include "Mfeature.h"
class Liaison
public:
int id;
int p1, p2;
int type;
int nunf;
Array<Feature> F;
//***********************************************************************
// Constructors and Destructors
//Default Constructor
Liaisen(){
id = 0;
type = 0;
rnnf = 0;
//Parameter Constnictor
Liaismn(int i, int ol, int o2, int t){
id = i;
p1 = ol;
p2 = o2;
type =t;
rnxnf = 0;
//Destructor
~Liaiscn()
//**********************************************************************
//Menber Funmtions
int get .id(){
return this->id;
friend ostream& operator<<(ostrean5& os, Liaisn& liaiscn){
liaisn.print-liaiscn);
return os;
void print liaiscn){
int i;
cout << endl << "Liaison: " << id << endl;
cout << "parts: << pl << ", " << p2 << endl;
cout << "type: "N type « adi;
cout << "number of features: " << numf << endl;
for (i=O; i'rxxnf; i++) {
cout << "Feature #" << i << ":" «N d;
F [i .print-ft_.all();
return;
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Mfeature.h
#irclude "Mtransform.h"
#include <math.h>
class Feature(
public: //Meber Variables
Transform ftrans;
int type;
int 1;
int id;
double atts[12];
int numa;
//Default Constructor
Feature (
int i;
type = -1;
id = 0;
rnrna = 0;
for(i=0;i<12; i++)
atts(i] = 0.0;
//Destructor
virtual -Feature() {}
//******************************************************************
//Mmdber Functins
frierd ostream& operator<< (ostream& os, Feature& feature){
feature print_ft_all (;
return os;
void print ftall)
ccut << "type = " << type << endl;
cout << "Transform = " <N nl;
ftrans.print_tfnall(;
};
Mtransform.h
#include <math.h>
class Transform {
public: //Menter Variables
double x, y, z, tx, ty, tz;
//***************************************************************
//Ccnstructors and Destructors
//Default Constructor
Transform() {
x = 0; y = 0; z = 0; tx = 0; ty = 0; tz = 0;
//Parameter Constructor: pass a pointer to an array of 16 data
// specifying the nrbers of f. Column Wise.
Transform(double data[])(
x = data[0];
y = data[1];
z = data[2];
tx = data[3];
ty = data[4];
tz = data[5];
//Angle and Displaceamnt Ccnstructor
//takes as arguements the rotation angles in degrees,
//and displacmannt vector for a homogeneous transform and returns
//a transform object
Transform(double XO, double YO, double ZO, double tx0, double ty0, double tz0)
x = XO;
y = YO;
z = ZO;
tx = tx0;
ty = ty0;
tz = tzO;
//Destructor
-Transform)
//*******************************************************************
//Mmer Functicns
void printtfrtf () {
cout << endl << "X: " << x endl;
ccut << "Y: " << y << endl;
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String ftypes[] =
"Prismatic Peg / Prisnatic Hole (6 dof)",
"Plate Pin in Through Hole (5 dof)",
"Prismatic Peg /Prismatic Slot (5 dof)",
"Plate Pin in Slotted Hole (4 dof)",
"Round Peg / Prismatic Slot (4 dof)",
"Round Peg / Through or Blind Hole (4 dof)"
"Threae Joint (4 dof)",
"Elliptical Ball and Socket (4 dof)",
"Plate-Plate Lap Joint (3 dof)",
"Spherical Joint (3 dof)",
"Plate Pin in Oversize Hole (3 dof)",
"Elliptical Ball in Cylindrical Trough (3 dof)",
"Thin Rib / Plane Surface (2 c&f) ",
"Ellipsoid cn Plane Surface (2 dof)
"Spherical Ball in Cylindrical Trough (2 dof)",
"Peg in Slotted Hole (2 dof)",
"Spheroid cn Plane Surface (1 dof)",
"User Defined (? dof)"
void filecb(widet wiget, XtPointer chant data, Xtpointer calldata(;
void milescb(Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer calldata);
void editcb(Widget widget, XtPointer clientdata, XtPointer call data);
void settool (Widget widget, XtPointer clint_data, XtPointer calldata);
void redrawdfc (Widget widget, XtPointer client data, XtPointer calldata);
void redraw graph(Widget widget, XtPointer clientjdata, XtPointer calldata);
void dfc callhAck(Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer calldata);
void loadassy();
void opertassy(Widget widget, XtPointer clientjdata, XtPointer call data);
void saveLassy(Widget widget, XtPointer clientjdata, XtPointer call data);
void readnane(Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer call-data);
void get-pinfo(Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer calldata);
void act-pinfo(Widget widget, XtPointer clientjdata, XtPointer call data);
void readipate(Widget widget, XtPointer clintdata, XtPointer calldata);
void set-color (Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer call-data);
void ad3liaiscn(int ph, int p2, int type);
void delete feature (int lnun);
void deletefeatcb(Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer call-data);
void deletefeat(int 1run, int frun);
void delete liaisan(int lmn);
void deletepart (int pumn);
void editfeature (int lrun);
void edit liaisn(int lnus);
void edit-part(int psun)z;
void edit-pinfo (Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer calldata);
void showiliaisan(int lrun);
void show part (int pun)(;
void vrint(char msgbuf [256]);
void wprint2(char msgbuf[256], int i);
void fprint(char filename[80]);
void fprint2(char filerm[80]);
void wfprint (char msgbuf [256]);
double selectbj (int x, int y);
void savefiles () ;
void savehmlafile () ;
void draw dfc ();
void draw arrow(Display *disp, Drawable d, GC gc,
int xl, int y, int x2, int y2, int r);
void draw dasheCdline (Display *disp, Drawable d, GC gc,
int xl, int yl, intx2, int y2) ;
void addtLfeature (Widget widget, XtPointer client-data,
XtPointer call-data);
void featsucallback(Widget widget, XtPointer clientdata, XtPointer call-data);
void redrawfeats (Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer call-data);
void redraw-feat (Widget widget, XtPointer clientdata, XtPointer call_data);
void drawfeats (Widget w, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer call-data);
void getLftrans (Widget w, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer calldata);
void get-finfo (Widget widget, XtPointer clientdata, XtPointer call data);
void ask finfo (Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer call data, char *labels[], char textlab[256]);
void getfeature (Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer call-data);
void editfeatcb(Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer call data);
void askeditfeat (int lzum, int frnm);
void ask edit-finfo(int lru, int frun, int rnlab, char *labelsO[], char textlab[256]);
void edit finfo(Widget wicet, XtPointer client data, XtPointer calldata);
void edit ltype (Widget widget, XtPointer client data, XtPointer calldata);
void editlinfo(Widget widget, XtPointer client data, XtPointer calldata);
void edit ldir (Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer call-data);
int checkfeatures () ;
double rtransformz(Transform trans, double x, double y, double z);
dOuble rtransfornz (Transform trans, double x, duble y, double z);
double rtransfornLz (Transform trans, dbible x, double y, double z);
void saveLesc dirs () ;
Widget GetIopShell (Widget w);
void DestroyShell (Widget widget, XtPointer client-data,
XtPointer call-data);
int main (int argc, char *argv[])
static String fallbackResources[] =
"*sgiMode: true', /* use SaI look and feel */
"*tcP*iccnNam: Assembly Designer", . /* icon title */
"*tcp*title: Assembly Designer", /* main window captian */
"useScheres: all-, / use G1 schems
MAL
Widget mainw, mainrf, merubar, menu, editmani;
XtAppCcntect arp;
)3CValues gcv, gcv2;
2r1String file, open, save, quit, terptext;
MnString mochles, SPAS, EFCPR, EDIT, COMS, FAMAS, CCNW;
Arg args[10];
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sprintf(ressage, "Part #%d: %s\n\n Transform:\n\tX: %f\n\tY: %f\n\tZ: %f\n\tTX: %f\n\tTY: %f\n\t'Z: %f\n",
PartArray[prn] .id+1, PartArray[rnnJ .name, PartArray[pnn] .ptrans .x, PartArray[nm] .ptrans .y, PartArray[pxn] .ptrans.z,
PartArray[pnn].ptrans.tx, PartArray[pnn].ptrans.ty, PartArray[pnn].ptrans.tz);
wprint(nessage);
double selectobj (int x, int y)
int found = -1;
int ispart = -2;
int i;
double r, d, a, olda = INTlAX;
double xl, yl, x2, y2;
for (i=0; ianxatliai; i++)
r = sqrt( (PartArray(LiaiArray[i] .p2] .x-PartArray(LiaiArray[i] .pl] .x)
* (PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p2] .x-PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .pl .x)
+(PartAzray[LiArray[i] .p2] .y-PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .pl] .y)
* (PartArray[LiaiArray[i .p2] .y-PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .pl] .y));
d = sqrt( (x-PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p1] .x)
* (x-PartArray[LiaiArray[i] p1] .x)
+ (y-PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .pl] .y)
* (y-PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .pl] .y))
+ sqrt((x-PartArray[LiaiArray[i].p2].x)
*(x-PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p2] .x)
+(y-PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p2] .y)
* (y-PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p2] .y));
a = M.PI * (d/2) * (sqrt(d * d -r * r) /2);
if ((a < olda) && (a < (10*d)))
olda = a;
found = i;
ispart = 0;
if (LiaiArray[i].nanf != 0) {
x1 = PartArray[LiaiArray[i .p1] .x;
yl = PartArray[LiaiArray[i] p1] .y;
x2 = PartArray[LiaiArray[i].p2].x;
y2 = PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p2] .y;
r = 10;
d = sqrt((x-((x1+x2)/2))*(x-((xl+x2)/2))
+(y-( (y1+y2) /2) ) *(y- ((y1+y2) /2) )) ;
if (d < r) {
a = M_PI*r*r;
olda = a;
found =i;
ispart = -1;
for (i=0; i<nqzparts; i++){
r = 5;
d = sqrt( (x-PartArray[i] .x) *(x-PartArray[i] .x)
+(y-PartArray[i] .y)* (y-PartArray[i] .y));
if (d < r) {
a = M_PI*r*r;
olda = a;
found = i;
ispart = 1;
if (found =-1)
return -1;
else
return ((double) (found) + (double) ((double) (1-(double)ispart))/10);
void draw dashed line (Display *disp, Drawable d, GC gc,
int xl, int yl, int x2, int y2)
double x3, y3, x4, y4;
double x, y;
double r;
int dcne = 0;
x = x2 - xl;
y = y2 - yl;
r = sqrt(x*x + y*y);
x = (10*((duble)x)/r);
y = (10*((dble)y)/r);
x3 = xl;
y3 = yl;
x4 = x3 + x;
y4 = y3 + y;
while (!dcne)
if (x < 0)
if (x4 < x2) {
x4 = x2;
y4 = y2;
done = 1;
if (x3 > x2) {
XrawLine(disp, d, gc, x3, y3, x4, y4);
x3 = x4 + x;
y3 = y4 + y;
x4 = x +x;
y4 = y3 + y;
else if (x > 0)
if (x4 > x2) {
x4 = x2;
y4 = y2;
dne = 1;
if (x3 < x2) {
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t = cbs->value;
XrrStringGetLtoR(t, "", &text);
sscanf(text, "%d", &dof);
XtFree (tect) ;
aicljliaism(nl, n2, df);
drawdfc 0;
XtDestroyWidget (widget);
void get_pinfo (Widget widget, XtPointer client-data, XtPointer call data)
int i;
double terptrans (6J;
int ;rin = (int)client data;
for (i=0; i<6; i-) (
char *value = MruTemctielcdetString (ttextw[i]);
sscanf(value, "%lf", &terptrana[iJ);
XtFree (value);
PartArray[ (gnm-l J .ptrans = terptrans;
XtDestroyidget (GetTrpShell (widget));
void reacLpame (Widget widget, XtPointer clientdata, XtPointer call-data)
)OSelecticnBoxCallbackStruct *cbs =
(enSelecticnaxCallbackStruct *) call-data;
int x, y;
MTString t;
fnFcntList fcntlist;
char *text;
x = terpint[0]; y = tenpint[l];
t = cbs->value;
PartArray.add(P);
XMrStringGetLtoR(t, -, H tx)
sprintf (PartArray(nurmnparts] name, "%s", text);
XtFree(text) ;
PartArray[rnunparts].x = x;
PartArray[rnit~parts].y = y;
PartArray[rnwrparts] .id = ranparts;
rntparts++;
drawdfc () ;
Widget dialog, pane, form, widg, rowcol, tform;
Dimensicn h;
int n = 0;
int i;
char *labels[] = ( "X:", "Y:", "Z:", "TX I:", "':" 
dialog = XtVaCreatePcpupShell ("Part Transformn,
xmDialogshellWidgetClass,
XtParent (Get'ItpShell (widget)),
XhfdeleteResponse, SrfSIROY,
NULL);
XtVasetValues (dialog,MrfialogStyle, XtKDIAT1YFULLAPPLICATICN14XAL,
NULL) ;
pane = XtVaCreateWidget("pane", uPaneMindoidgetClass, dialog,
Xtsashaidth, 1,
IftlsashHeight, 1,
NULL);
form = XtVaCreateWidget("forml", aForWidgetClass, pane, NULL);
rowcol = XtVaCreateWidget ("rowcol", xnRowColumidgetClass, form, NULL);
for (i=0; i<XtNumber(labels); i++) {
tform = XtVaCreateWidget("form", xFornWidgetClass, rowcol,
XnNfracticrnase, 10, NULL);
XtVaCreateManagecdidget (labels [i], anLabelGadgetClass, tform,
XaNtopAttachment, XnATI _ FORM,
MrtbottcrAttachent, lnATIMCHFtRM,
XntleftAttachnent, XnATIOLFORM,
XrightAttachrent, bnALIRPOSTICN,
arNrightPositicn, 3,
Xnfalignt, XnALIQ4ENTFlD,
NLL);
ttextw[i] = XtVaCreateAanagedidget("ttectw", :arIlextFieldidgetClass,
tform, XnttraversalCn, True,
MarrightAttachnnt, >nATIFtRM,
XatleftAttachient, XmATIh 
_POSITICN,
XMrNleftPositicm, 4,
JLXL);
XtManageChild (tform);
XtManageChild(rowcol);
XtManageChild(form) ;
form = XtVaCreateWidget("form2", aForirWidgetClass, pane,
XiNfractionBase, 5, NL);
widg = XtVaCreateManagecqidget("Cr, xmPush~uttcr idgetClasa, form,
MOtcpAttachnet, MTATInOUL M,
JatbottcrAttachment, xnATmOUtM,
mM)leftAttachment, nATMIPOSrITICN,
XtNleftPositicn, 1,
nrtkightAttachrent, XmATIW2LPOSITICN,
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ted[j] [2] = rtransform...z(LiaiArray[i].F[j].ftrans, x, y, z);
x = ted[j][0];
y = tedj][1];
z = ted[j][2];
ted[j][0] = rtransforntx(PartArray[LiaiArray[i].p1].ptrans, x, y, z);
ted[j] [1] = rtransfonty(PartArray[LiaiArray[i] p1].ptrans, x, y, z);
ted[j][2] = rtransforuLz(PartArray[LiaiArray[i].p1].ptrans, x, y, z);
if (k == 1) {
led[i] [0] = 0;
led[i] [1] = 0;
led(i] [2] = 0;
else if (LiaiArray(i] .numf == 1)
led[i][0] = ted[0][0];
led[i][1] = ted[0][1];
led(i][2] = ted[0][2];
else
k = 1;
for (j=1; j<LiaiArray[i].rnzf; j++)
if ((fabs(ted[j](0]-ted[0][0]) > 0.001) |
(fabs(ted[j] [1]-ted[0] [1]) > 0.001) |
(fabs(ted(j] [2]-ted[0][2]) > 0.001))
k = 0;
if (k = 1) {
led[i] [0] = ted[0][0];
ledti][1] = ted[0][1];
led[i][2] = ted[0][2];
else
led[i][0] = 0;
led[i][1] = 0;
led[i] [2] = 0;
for (i-0; i<-nunrliai; i++)
for (j=0; j<99; j++) {
dv[i] [j] [0] = 0;
dv[i][j1[1] = 0;
f = fopen(uc.file, "w");
1 = 0;
for (i=0; inxnliai; i++)
x = led[i][0];
y = led[i] [1];
z = led[i][2];
if ((x = 0) && (y == 0) & (z == 0))
dv[i+l] [0] [0] = 1;
else
j = 1;
for (k=0; k<l; k++)
if ((fabs(x-ted[k] [0]) < 0.001) &
(fabs (y-ted[k] [1]) < 0.001) &&
(fabs(z-ted[k] [2]) < 0.001))
j = 0;
break;
if (j = 1) {
ted(l] [0] = x;
ted[l] [1] = y;
ted[l] [2] = z;
dv[i+1] [1+1] [0] = (LiaiArray[i].pl)+l;
1++;
else
if (dv[i+l] [k+1] (0] == 0)
dv[i+l] [k+l] [0] = (LiaiArray[i] .pl)+1;
else
dv[i+l] [k+1] [1] = (LiaiArray[i].pl)+l;
x = 0.0-x;
y = 0.0-y;
z = 0.0-z;
j = 1;
for (k=0; k<l; k++)
if ((fabs(x-ted[k][0]) < 0.001) &
(fabs(y-ted[k] [1]) < 0.001) &
(fabs(z-ted[k][2]) < 0.001))
j = 0;
break;
if (j = 1) {
ted[l] [0] = x;
ted[l] [1] = y;
ted[l][2] = z;
dv[i+l][1+1][0] = (LiaiArray[i].p2)+l;
1++;
else {
if (dv[i+l][k+1](0] == 0)
dv[i+l][k+l][0] = (LiaiArray[i].p2)+l;
else
dv[i+l] [k+1] [1] = (LiaiArray[i].p2)+l;
for (i=0; i<l; i++)
fprintf(f, "%f %f %f\n", ted~i][(0], ted~i]{1], ted[i] [2]);
fprintf(f, "0 0 0\n\n");
for (i=0; irunliai; i++) {
for (j=0; j<l; j++)
fprintf(f, "%d,%d ", dv[i+l][j+l][0], dv[i+l][j+l][l]);
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PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .pl] .x, PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .pl] .y,
PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p2] .x, PartArray[Liaiarray[i] .p2] .y);
XawLine (XtDisplay(dfcarea), pixmap, g,
PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .pl] .x, PartArray[La iArray[i] .pl] .y,
PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p2] .x, PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p 2 ]..y);
else if (LiaiArray[i].type == -1) {
drawdashedline (XtDisplay(dfcarea), XtWindow(dfcarea), gc,
PartArray[LiaiArrayli] 
.p1] .x, PartArray[LiaiArray[i] 
.pl] .y,
PartArray[LiaiArray~i] .p2] .x, PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p2] .y);
draw_dashed_line (XtDisplay(dfcarea), pixnup, gc,
PartArray[LiaisArray[i] 
.p1] .x, PartArray[LiaiArray[i] 
.p1] .y,
PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p2] .x, PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p2] .y);
else
x1 = PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .pl] .x;
yl = PartArray[tLiaiArray[i] .pl] .y;
x2 = PartArray(LiaiArray[i].p2].x;
y2 = PartArray[LiaiArray[i] .p2] .y;
XDraLie (XtDisplay(dfc-area), XtWindow(dfc area), gc,
xl, yl, x2, y2);
draw arrow(XtDisplay(dfc area), XtWindow(dfc area), gc,
xl, y1, x2, y2, 5) ;
XDrawLine (XtDisplay(dfcarea), pixmap, gc,
x1, yl, x2, y2);
drawarrow(XtDisplay(dfcarea), pixmap, gc,
xl, yl, x2, y2, 5);
x = x2 - xl;
y = y
2 
- y1;
r = scrt(x*x + y*y)
x = (int) (30*x/r);
y = (int) (30*y/r);
sprintf(str, "%d", LiaiArray[i]. type);
t = XnStringCreatelocalized(str);
XtVaGetValues(dfcspb[O], INfcntList, &fctlist, NLiL);
5aStrirgDraw(XtDisplay(dfc area), XtWindow(dfcarea), fcntlist, t, gc,
x2-3-x, y2-7-y,
XmStringWidth(fontlist, t), xmmALI EI'_CENE, o, NJLL);
lnStringDraw(XtDisplay(dfc area), pixmap, fcntlist, t, gc,
x2-3-x, y2-7-y,
&aStringWidth(fontlist, t), X2ALI ENI'CENIER, 0, NULL);
laStringFree (t);
copyArea(XtDisplay(dfc-area), pixmap, XtWindow(dfcarea), gc,
0, 0, width, height, 0, 0);
void redraw graph(Widget widget, XtPointer client_data, XtPointer calldata)
IM1DrawigAreaCalackStnrct *cbs =
()nfrawingAzreaflltcltruct *) calldata;
XOPYArea (cbs->eve-t->xexpoe. display, pianap2, cbs->window, gc2,
0, 0, width2, height2, 0, 0);
void wprint(char nagbuf [256])
static MdrIxtPositin wprpositin;
wprpositin = 0;
MOtfxtSetString(textarea, msgbuf);
wpr-positioa = vprpositin + strlen (negbuf);
XtVaSetValues (text area, MaxcursorPositicn, wprpositicn, NLL);
Mrmat9rbowPositicn (text-area, wprpositin);
void wprint2 (char nugbuf[256], int i)
static XutIetPositicn wpr_position;
if (i = 1)
erffextlnsert (text area, wpr.position, nsgbuf);
else {
wpr_positicn = 0;
&lm-tSetString(textarea, negbuf);
vpr-positicn = wpr_positicn + strlen (ngbuf);
XtVaSetValues (textarea, Otcursorlositicn, wprpositicn, NULL);
XrtlextShowPositian (textarea, wpr-positicn);
void wfprint (char msgbuf [256])
static 5adItPositicn wprpositicn;
wprpositian = 0;
MAfIextSetString(area3, negbuf);
WprspositiOn = wprpositicn + strlen (nsgbf);
XtVaSetValues (area3, Mixcursor~ositicn, wprpositicn, MLL);
XntIextShowPositicn (area3, wpr_positicn);
void fprint(char filenane[8O])
static XratxtPositicn wprspositicn;
FILE *f;
char c[2];
if ((f = fopen(filenane, "r) != UL)
wpr positicn = 0;
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